Abstract • This paper presents an overview of British Columbia's (B.C.) educational history interweaved with descriptions of textbooks. Focusing on social studies textbooks, this article explores change and continuity in the history of public schooling, paying attention to whether citizens were conceptualized as active, passive, or patriotic citizens. It identifies four key periods: the establishment of public schools in B.C., the rise of the progressivist movement in the 1930s and reaction to it, advocacy of Bruner's structure of disciplines in the 1960s, and pendulum swings in philosophic orientations in the latter part of the twentieth century. The article illustrates connections between contemporary philosophies and textbooks, and identifies continuity and change in the content and aims of the textbooks.
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who were left alive after the attack. They left one alive to torment. Further, they did not keep their promises to their own allies, as "regardless of promises," they burned the French prisoners.
14 Another story about natives, Pontiac, described the "thorough savage" in "squalid" conditions, with his "whiskey bottle."
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The third striking feature of the book is its militarism. Several poems in the book describe the life of a soldier as one of inspiring courage, bringing honor to both the individual and the nation. Thus, Charge of the Light Brigade by Tennyson is included at the beginning of the book, as are the "Battle of Marston
Moor," the "Battle of Naseby," the poem of the "Soldier's Grave," and the story of Cromwell ("battling for men"). A story on the "Duty of Canadians," describes how all men should be prepared to defend their country through personal sacrifice and how boys should be trained in rifle shooting in a rigorous environment, as well as learn honour. This piece is followed by a poem in which a soldier earns his reprieve in death. The fourth theme of the book uses romantic pieces to define the expectation for girls to be ladies and wives. Selections include a romantic-style illustration of Sir Gallahad, the Lady of Shallot, stories of Laura Secord and Boadicea, and a story about a young, poor orphan girl who meets and marries a prince as she is the most hardworking girl in town. In short, this textbook illustrates racial and gender stereotypes and aims to create patriotic citizens and develop particular values in students.
Traditional High Schools. Morality, Patriotism and Career Preparation
In the nineteenth century, high school education was limited to few students. It was "academic" and focused on subjects such history, geography, Latin, English, algebra, and bookkeeping. It served the middle class and prepared students for university, professional life, or teaching. For example, some of the later occupations of high school graduates included nurses, one mayor, a fire chief, university professors, judges, teachers, and principals. 16 High schools offered commercial education in preparation for middle class careers in "clerking," or business. Many middle class girls also attended high school to train for teaching jobs. 17 Textbooks, like elementary the school text described, aimed to inculcate students with particular values.
High School Text. History of Canada by Frith Jeffers, 1884
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This small "history primer" presents a compact history of the formation of the "dominion of Canada," British with each other until they were united into one country, it goes on to list the acts which divided North American lands between the two powers and the major acts that shaped Canada over time. It also chronicles the American war of independence, the 1830s rebellions, the union of the colonies, and the constitution and laws of the new nation.
According to Walsh, three main interpretations of history were taught in Canadian schools: (1) the catholic interpretation; (2) the "progress" (or Whig) interpretation; and (3) the limited interpretation. 19 This textbook falls under category 2. The book describes the process of creating "our nation," with many comments on how, for example, "The new order of things gave an impulse to the country, which now began to make steady progress. New roads were opened up, and the navigation of the St. Lawrence was improved." 20 The author also passes moral judgments on people based on how he evaluated them to help in the "development of Canada": "The following year D'Ailleboust became governor. He was very diligent in his duties, and Canada became more prosperous." 21 Later in the book, the author describes the growth of the country through the union of the colonies, trade, the building of railways, and the successful participation of Canada in trade shows. In one trade show, Ontario was commended for showcasing its school system.
The book presents Americans negatively. Britain was justified in asking for taxes and the war of independence "was very sad, because it was between people of the same blood and language; even families were divided, fathers and sons fighting against one another […] the loyalists were ready, not only cheerfully to submit to the law, but also to die in the defence of the mother country." 22 The author's portrayals of other "unfair" acts by Americans, such as the war of 1812 and the Fenian attacks present
Americans as violent and hungry predators, wanting to "gain Canada, and make it another State of the Union." 23 Fleeing loyalists are described as undergoing much suffering in order to maintain their loyalty to the "mother country."
The book has three main themes. First, it presents a positive account of the creation of the nation of Canada that aims to build pride and a sense of unity; the French are called "Canadians," and are portrayed sympathetically as people who accepted British rule after the victory of the British over the French. "You will say, that there was little else but war, and you will say truly. First, the French and the Indians, as you have read in the former chapters, and now the English, French, and Indians. It is not pleasant to have to tell of these sad times, and it is hard to believe that people, whose children now live as brethren under the same government, were once shedding each other's blood."
24
Second, the book aims to create loyal citizens. Americans were disloyal to the "mother country";
loyalists "were true men and women, who chose rather to lose all than give up their allegiance to, and love for, the mother country. Additionally, the author describes the constitution and laws of the government as well as who holds responsibility for making and enforcing laws in great detail. This description aims to have readers accept these "facts" as truth and as the correct way of running the country. The author does not provide any criticism of the government's structure, laws, and representatives. The aim is to create law-abiding citizens who, unquestioningly, respect the laws and the structures of the government.
Third, the book is moralistic and aims to inculcate certain values in the reader. The author is
Christian and makes references to "our creator" and "brethren. Lawrence." 30 Aboriginal people were also negatively portrayed, as "savages" without culture, who only appear in the early part of the book as violent participants in wars.
In sum, this "progress history" aims to inculcate young people, through carefully crafted "stories" from history, with a sense of loyalty and pride in "our country" and a belief in, respect for, and submission to the laws and government of Canada. It also presents a united (and limited) account of people who are 
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in the early "nation building years of Canada." At the time that the book was published, Canada had been a confederation for less than twenty years, within the span of people's living memory. Those in power wanted to ensure that the young country would remain and flourish.
Tomkins wrote that demands for Canadian studies grew during the twentieth century. 31 This book, however, demonstrates that "Canadian studies" already existed before this, and that the government saw in schools a way in which to "socialize" the types of citizens it wanted by teaching patriotic myths.
Interestingly, Canadian historians opposed this approach early in the twentieth century. In 1923, historians at the University of Toronto prepared a report for the National Council of Education in which they rejected the use of school history for moral ends and argued that history should not be used to teach patriotism or internationalism, which is presumably associated with imperialism. Rather, it should be taught in an objective way that gave students realistic knowledge of the world and understanding of conflict and compromise in international relations.
32
Transforming High Schools. The Rise of Mass Public High Schools
Change in schools continued in the early 1900s. As in the United States, 33 B.C.'s schools adopted a social efficiency (business) approach to school organization and emphasized the practical utility of schooling.
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Social changes including industrialization and urbanization led to increasing student numbers. These influences combined with the desire to socialize students in schools and resulted in substantial school restructuring. Mass schooling included the implementation of compulsory attendance and child labor laws, the introduction of grade levels by age, procedures to stream students into varied programs of study, and a more complex bureaucratic hierarchy. Furthermore, teachers increasingly gained status as professionals through certification in normal schools. 35 These changes led to curriculum reform, as new vocational education programs were developed for an increasingly varied student body.
The first alteration was the introduction of industrial arts as a subject for boys and home economics for girls. Both aimed to ensure that working class children develop into good workers, at a time when the working class began to attend schools in increasing numbers. 36 The second key change in B.C. was the release of the influential Royal Commission report by Putman and Weir in 1925. 37 This report led to the new course on "social studies" which aimed to develop "intelligent, responsible and socially conscious citizens." 38 The curriculum included character education. Students were to develop the "right ideals," to have "tolerance and respect for all nations," accept majority rule, understand their democratic re- History, the book argues, teaches us "lessons" and illustrates the virtues all citizens should have, including courage, unselfishness, loyalty ["Our great and young country has need of our loyal, devoted service"
44
], patience, and justice. It also uses history to celebrate democracy by narrating the many sacrifices "our ancestors" made in order to bring citizens the privileges of freedom and democracy they are portrayed as enjoying at that time. The text aims to build national pride and sentiment; the British Empire is "the greatest and the freest that the world has even known."
45
In a deviation from older texts, however, the book includes more "social" and "economic" 
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report which founded social studies as a course in the United States. 46 People, the text argues, depend on each other to live. As "our welfare is tied to others' […] each one must play his part." 47 Society is understood as necessary social connections, and social institutions are defined as "an association formed for a particular purpose." 48 Government is an institution that aims to meet social needs: "this working together to accomplish certain things for the benefit of the whole we call government." 49 As the government is understood to work in people's interests, everyone ought to follow the government and its laws and put the nation first. The book's organizing theme is "community," that is, appreciating and working with others, although the definition of who is considered to be a member of this community is limited. Some progressivist American influences are apparent in the movement and in the textbook. Reaction to this progressivism set in during the Second World War.
Change, Reaction and Response from the 1940s to 1970s
After the Second World War, student numbers grew rapidly. The 1955-1956 Public Schools Report described the major challenges of the day as managing social changes and population growth.
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Administrators attempted to deal with these changes by developing practical curricula. The report stated that the "purposes of the curriculum is to prepare young people for life in adult society." 51 A Curricula
Advisory Board, therefore, had been established the year before to investigate curricula, and changes were made to existing textbooks or new textbooks were issued for most subjects. Curricula could no longer be "academic."
52
Reaction to progressivism and practical education arose during the 1950s when there was a move towards a more academic or traditional program. Canadians were influenced by the work of American and
Canadian scholars, such as Hilda Neatby whose book stimulated educational debate across Canada. 53 This more traditionalist stance was reflected in the Royal Commission's recommendations for a more academic curriculum. 54 As a result, B.C.'s Department of Education issued a new social studies curriculum in 1968, which adopted Bruner's "structure of disciplines" approach. 55 This approach encouraged teachers to use a number of texts with different interpretations as well as inquiry-based learning.
A 1960s Text. Making Canadian History
One of the recommended texts, Making Canadian History provides a good example of Bruner's approach. 56 It was interactive and included inquiry and "doing" activities, as opposed to reading formal 
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answering fact-based questions, as found in earlier texts. The activities aimed to have students "work this year as a historian" and "think about how history is written" and included the tasks of reading and interpreting historical narratives, learning how word use evolves over time, and interpreting historical accounts, pictures, and narratives. 57 This change in the pedagogical organization of textbooks was also apparent at the end of century.
Towards the End of the Century. Politics, Change and Continuity
A practical work focus was advocated in the 1970s by the Bremer Commission. 58 This commission, directed by a progressivist, was not successful, as society was becoming increasingly conservative and the desire for "accountability" became more prevalent in the government and among some of the general population. 59 In the late 1970s, government policy moved from an open and experimental focus under the left-learning New Democratic Party (NDP) to an increasingly conservative and structured focus under a right-wing party called the Socreds. These philosophic pendulum swings have continued to the present day.
In the 1980s, the Socreds, during a time of economic restraint, brought in tougher standards and reintroduced provincial exams in 1984. They advocated a number of other conservative means aimed at accountability, leading to protest against what was perceived as "education under siege." 60 The Sullivan
Commission of 1988 opposed these traditionalist measures by arguing, in a more progressivist manner, that schooling should be made applicable to all students. 61 As a result, the year 2000 program instituted by the Socreds demanded that students be active in their own learning and that teachers be aware of the different ways in which students learn. Premier Harcourt saw it as a failure in 1993, and so introduced a new program focused on "basics and standards." 62 The NDP then changed school courses to focus on practical skills in 1995.
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By the end of the twentieth century, in short, governmental policies swung between right wing (accountability-based) and left wing (student-centred) policies and resulted in curriculum documents that were increasingly multilayered and complex, with elements of various philosophies. 64 One major change, on both the federal and provincial levels, was the development of laws and policies including the Canadian and B.C. Multiculturalism Acts, the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, and the B.C. Human Rights
Code. These supported multiculturalism, that is, they recognized and validated Canada as a pluralistic and inclusive nation whose identity was composed of multiple ethnicities. The continuity and change found in public policy was reflected in social studies texts at both the elementary and high school levels. This textbook is similar to the 1884 textbook in several ways. It presents an analogous "progressive" the harm to society of that violation could be greater than the benefit. As well, those who choose to practise civil disobedience should be willing to face the consequences of their actions.
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Conclusion
Studying textbooks provides insights into the informing philosophies of their designers and of those who approved the texts for use in schools. This study illustrates that prescribed textbooks shared some features in common with their contemporary educational philosophies and contexts in B.C., Canada. At the same time, the texts illustrate change and continuity in how social studies was understood. In a manner similar to Wertsch's concept of a schematic narrative template (ideas that remain the same over time as they are embedded in unseen structures), some features and aims remained consistently embedded in texts over the century. 70 At the beginning of the century, textbooks presented positive, "unfolding" (progressive) narratives of the development of Canada, imbued with morality. These narratives were infused with a number of myths about the development of the Canadian nation, including the myths of the Royal Mounted Police as heroic defenders of the law and the role of the Canadian Pacific Railway in shaping Canada. 71 These were supplemented with factual accounts of government and law that aimed to legitimize current structures. These two features remained in texts at the end of the twentieth century. Significantly, that is, one of the government's primary aims for public schooling -that of socializing people into loyal, "nationalistic, or good, citizens" -has remained a feature of texts since the government first instituted mass schooling in Canada over a hundred years ago. This illustrates continuity in the aims of government curriculum developers and may be part of a general and continuing understanding (schematic narrative template in Wertsch's terms; collective memory in other words) of what a "good citizen" is considered to be by particular individuals with political power in B.C.
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What had changed, by the end of the twentieth century, were the texts' pedagogical approaches.
The texts had become more student-friendly. They were more colourful and had more pictures and included activities designed to develop "creative thinking and problem solving" as opposed to test factual recall.
They aimed to make material relevant to students by linking the past to the present, and some were framed within a more critical perspective. Textbooks have therefore come to adopt a more progressivist orientation by including social history, an issues-based approach, critical thinking activities, and more linking of history to the present. They have also changed their orientation as to who was considered to be Canadian and reflect a more inclusive, multicultural society by including accounts of groups previously omitted from study (although stereotypes and simplifications of cultural groups remain). The increasing attention to multiculturalism and multiple perspectives is related to federal level policies including the Canadian 
